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Impact Factor, My Donkey!
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 No recent phenomenon in scientific publishing is more remarkable 
than the rise of the Impact Factor (IF). Once an obscure statistic devised 
by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), it has now assumed a 
prominent place in the minds of researchers and administrators.
 Closely coupled to this IFy concept, which seems inspired by 
the ratings system of commercial TV, is the Prestige Journal (PJ): by 
definition, one with a high IF. A few centuries ago, it may have been 
possible for an educated person to browse through a journal that 
reported new discoveries within the entire field of natural philosophy 
and understand every article. Nowadays that is clearly nonsense. 
 The short-note format of the PJ encourages rapid publication 
rather than a careful evaluation of results. It cannot be easy for the 
editor of an all-science journal to find the best referees for each 
specialized field, so publishing in a PJ is a somewhat hit-or-miss affair. 
Results are announced and later retracted, or they simply remain to 
confuse everyone.
 PJs were not established to be a major part of the promotion 
and tenure process, and I doubt that their editors were recruited 
with that in mind. Nevertheless, they have gained the affection of 
administrators because the idea of an elevated IF supports the notion 
that career evaluations can be quantitative and therefore scientific.

 Now there is pressure to not only publish in a PJ but to have a 
picture on the front cover so it can be framed and hung on the lab 
wall to impress visitors. Some years ago, I told a Faculty Evaluation 
Committee that universities would eventually compete with each 
other on the basis of the combined IF of all of their employees, 
and apparently this has already happened. Most of my scientific 
colleagues dislike these developments, believing them to be 
detrimental to good science, but they feel powerless to do anything 
about it.
 Who to blame? Not the ISI because they are simply supplying 
a service. Not the PJs who are just responding to market demand. I 
suggest that the individuals and institutions who pay homage to the 
IF are responsible for its prevalence.
 Of course, it is easier for a retired professor to rant like this 
than someone whose career has become dependent on the process. 
Courage, mes ami(e)s! Just a little protest can be effective if enough 
people participate. Speak out against this tyranny of numbers! 
Publish in journals that are appropriate to the subject matter. That 
way, you treat your scientific colleagues with respect rather than as 
consumers to be impacted.
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